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Equity prices and valuations have lost all relationship to economic reality. Gamma induced 

surges are yet another example of the false market foundation.  

 

The decline in Mega cap stock  especially  Apple in the last week in US and  yesterday in large 

EMs brings the concept of the Gamma whale . 

 

“Gamma Whale,” provides a lesson on how a gamma squeeze operates. Before explaining the 

scheme, we define option Delta and Gamma. 

 

Delta quantifies the rate of change of the options price per the change in the underlying stock 

price. A delta of .50 means the option price will increase 50 cents for every $1 in the stock. 

 

Delta is not a linear function, meaning it will not change proportionately with the stock price. 

Gamma quantifies how Delta will change per the change in the stock price. 

 

The “Gamma Whale” owns a portfolio of stocks- mostly the largest cap stocks . Like all 

investors, they want the value of their stocks to rise. To better their odds, they buy short-dated 

call options on stocks they own. Like the Hunts used silver futures, the Whale  efficiently 

manipulates  share prices higher using the leverage in the options market.  

 

A Gamma squeeze relies on the hedging actions of options dealers. The banks and brokers 

who are the largest sellers of options must hedge their trades. Most dynamically hedge, 

meaning they frequently adjust the hedge amount according to the Delta of the option. 

 

If the Whale - by its sheer size-  buys enough calls, they can trigger a Gamma squeeze. Their  

option purchases force the dealers to buy the stock, which pushes the share price higher. As 

this happens, the dealers’ buying activity increases the Delta at a non-linear rate (gamma). In 

circular fashion dealers then must buy more of the stock, and on and on. 

 

Like Hunt’s strategy, this one works as long as you can keep buying calls, and the stock price 

keeps rising. The day they decide to take profit on their underlying, they just don't buy calls and 

at times they trigger sell off by selling calls  - the markets search for the bids  and a scary sell off 

begins. The conventional  wisdom says its on account of earnings , revenue etall. But the real 

reason is the Gamma whale.. 


